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Two preeminent disability rights laws protect children with disabilities against inappropriate school discipline: the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. [1] The Act was amended in 1997 expressly to address, for the first time, disciplinary exclusion of students with disabilities. [2] In March 1999 the U.S. Department of Education promulgated regulations implementing this and other aspects of the 1997 amendments. [3] In some cases the regulations on discipline simply parrot or clarify the statutory provisions. In others they undercut students' statutory rights and thus create difficult advocacy dilemmas for students, parents, and their advocates. Rights under section 504 and the Education Department's Office for Civil Rights regulations implementing them remain unchanged by the amendments to the Act and the Act's regulations.

In representing students with disabilities who are subject to inappropriate school discipline, we must recognize that the 1997 amendments to the Act, besides adding discipline provisions to the statute, underscored schools' long-standing obligation to treat behavioral manifestations as education issues by responding with appropriate services and supports. [4] Equally important is the Act's requirement, made explicit in the 1997 law, that children who have disabilities and are suspended or expelled from school must be provided with a free appropriate public education. [5] Although suspension and expulsion continue to an alarming degree, the laws limit the circumstances in which school officials can unilaterally exclude students with disabilities-and deny them a free appropriate public education-from their current educational placements through lengthy suspensions or expulsions.

In this article I introduce the rights of students with disabilities under the 1997 amendments to the Act, the Act's 1999 regulations, and section 504. My focus is on basic protections in disciplinary exclusion under the Act and section 504. I also discuss a key related issue addressed by the 1997 amendments: the filing of criminal charges against children with disabilities by school personnel. [6]
When children with disabilities are suspended, expelled, or otherwise denied education for discipline reasons, several statutory provisions and regulations protect their rights. Advocates should understand the various aspects of these rights articulated in the Act, its regulations, and section 504.

I. Denial of Education for Discipline Reasons

Congress explicitly amended the Act in 1997 to state that a free appropriate public education must be provided "to all children with disabilities . . between the ages of 3 and 21 . . including children with disabilities who have been suspended or expelled from school." (7) This unequivocal language requires schools to continue to provide an education meeting the statutory definition of a free appropriate public education during all periods of suspension and expulsion, no matter how long or short. (8)

A. Under the Act.

The U.S. Department of Education regulations implementing the Act, however, take a different view. Under the regulations, schools do not have to provide a free appropriate public education -or any educational services at all-until a child has already been suspended for a total of ten school days in the same school year or, in other words, until the eleventh total school day of suspension. (9) This erroneous interpretation of the statute allows a child to be denied up to two weeks of education and related services per school year. However, even under this view, denial of education is allowed only if children without disabilities are also suspended from school for comparable periods with no educational services. (10)

The Act and its regulations allow school personnel to suspend a child for up to ten school days (if children without disabilities are similarly treated) without determining whether the alleged misconduct is a manifestation of the child's disability. (11) The statute does not specify whether this limit means ten consecutive school days or ten cumulative school days in a school year. The regulations are specific, providing that these suspensions may last up to ten consecutive school days. (12) However, the regulations recognize that a series of suspensions that are each less than ten days, when taken together, may constitute a pattern of exclusion requiring that they be treated, for purposes of rights under the Act, as if they were a single, continuous suspension. (13) Where such a pattern exists, the upper limit on suspension without a manifestation determination is ten cumulative school days. (14)
As soon as a school system decides to initiate a suspension of more than ten consecutive school days, a suspension that would include the eleventh cumulative suspension day in a school year where a pattern exists, or an expulsion, it must notify the child's parents and give written notice of all the procedural safeguards available to them and their child under the Act. Before the school system may proceed with any such suspension or expulsion, however, it must immediately and no later than within ten days of its decision to take that disciplinary action—conduct a review of the relationship between the behavior at issue and the child's disability and determine whether the behavior is a manifestation of the child's disability. If the result of the review is a determination that the behavior at issue is not a manifestation of the child's disability, the child may be subjected to the same disciplinary measures, including suspension or expulsion, as are children without disabilities who engage in similar behavior. However, as discussed above, the school system must continue to provide free appropriate public education during the suspension or expulsion. As discussed in section IX.A below, a determination that the behavior is not a manifestation of disability may be appealed through the Act's complaint and due process hearing procedure.

If the review determines that the behavior is a manifestation of disability, the child may not be suspended or expelled. However, if appropriate, the school system may propose changes in the child's individualized education program, placement, or both. Except in certain cases involving weapons, drugs, or other particular kinds of dangerous behavior, as discussed in sections III and V below, the usual procedures under the Act for making such changes apply, including prior notice to parents, individualized education program team meetings, and parent participation requirements. Parents retain the right to reject the school's proposal and use the Act's dispute resolution procedures to challenge any decision with which they disagree.

The Act requires that the school system convene the individualized education program team to plan a functional behavior assessment, arrange for the assessment to be conducted, and develop and implement a plan of appropriate interventions to address the behavior either before or within ten days of making a "change in the placement of a child with a disability" for discipline reasons, including suspensions of ten school days or less. Contrary to the statute, the regulations state that these steps need not be taken until the child will have been excluded for eleven or more cumulative days in a school year. If a child has already had a functional behavior assessment and has a behavioral intervention plan, the individualized education program team must
meet to review the plan and its implementation and modify it as necessary to address the behavior that prompted the exclusion. /23/

If a child with a new or modified behavioral intervention plan is subsequently excluded from the child's placement, the individualized education program team members must review the plan and its implementation to determine if changes are necessary. /24/ If any member of the team—including the parent—believes that the plan should be changed, the team must meet to change it to the extent the team determines necessary. /25/

B. Under Section 504

Much like the Act, the section 504 regulations require that certain procedures be followed before a child's educational placement may be changed. For example, a comprehensive evaluation by appropriate, qualified personnel must be conducted before any "significant change in placement." /26/ A suspension exceeding ten consecutive (or sometimes ten cumulative) school days or an expulsion constitutes a "significant change of placement" under the regulations. /27/ The school system therefore must conduct a comprehensive evaluation meeting all of the requirements of the section 504 regulations before attempting to exclude a student for more than ten days. /28/ The evaluation must also include a determination of whether there is a connection between the behavior for which discipline is to be imposed and the student's disability. /29/

If the behavior is found not to be a manifestation of disability, the student may be subjected to the same disciplinary measures as are nondisabled students, including suspension or expulsion without education. However, by judicial decision, educational services should continue in at least those states covered by the U.S. courts of appeals for the Fifth, Sixth, and Eleventh Circuits. /30/
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A series of short-term suspensions of ten days or less that cumulate to more than ten days may constitute a pattern of exclusion tantamount to a "significant change in placement" for section 504 purposes, triggering the prior evaluation and manifestation determination requirements. /31/ According to the Education Department's Office for Civil Rights, which enforces section 504, factors to be considered in determining whether such a pattern exists include but are not limited to the length of each suspension, the proximity of the suspensions to one another, and the total amount of time that the child is excluded from school. /32/ Other factors, such as the pattern of exclusions from the previous school year, other disciplinary sanctions imposed, or the student's history, may
also be relevant. /33/ Cases in which the Office for Civil Rights has found an impermissible pattern of short-term suspensions under the totality of the circumstances include cases where suspensions totaled fifteen days over a three month period; sixteen days from the start of the school year to March; eighteen days from mid-December through May; twelve days from mid-November through early February; twenty days from mid-January through May; and twenty-two days between September and March. /34/

According to Office for Civil Rights policy, a suspension of ten days or less does not, in and of itself, constitute a "significant change in placement" triggering reevaluation rights under the section 504 regulations, including a manifestation determination. However, the overriding prohibition against disability-based discrimination in section 504, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and their implementing regulations should preclude imposition of any punitive discipline for conduct that is a manifestation of disability. /35/

II. Incidents Involving Weapons or Illegal Drugs Under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act now contains explicit provisions concerning children who (1) carry to or possess a weapon at school, on school premises, or to or at a school function or (2) knowingly possess or use illegal drugs or sell or try to sell a controlled substance while at school or at a school function. /36/ For purposes of these provisions, "weapon" means "a weapon, device, instrument, material, or substance, animate or inanimate, that is used for, or is readily capable of, causing death or serious bodily injury, except that such term does not include a pocket knife with a blade of less than 21/2 inches in length." /37/

A. Under the Act

The term "controlled substance" means a drug or other substance identified in certain sections of the federal Controlled Substances Act. /38/ The term does not include alcohol. "Illegal drug" means a controlled substance, unless the child's possession or use is legal by virtue of being under the supervision of a licensed health care professional or by virtue of any other provision of federal law. /39/

Students with disabilities involved in this kind of behavior may be suspended or expelled from school under the same terms described in section I above: for up to ten days without a manifestation determination and for longer upon a finding that the behavior was not a manifestation of disability. Suspension or
expulsion is subject, of course, to the school system's obligation to continue to provide a free appropriate public education, albeit in another setting. The difference in legal rights comes when the behavior is found to be a manifestation of the child's disability.

Ordinarily, as discussed in section I above, when behavior is a manifestation of disability, the school system may not suspend for more than ten days or expel, and any change in placement may be accomplished only by following all of the usual procedures and procedural safeguards under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. These include the right of parents to object, request a due process hearing, and invoke "stay put" rights in order to stop the placement change pending resolution of the dispute.

In contrast, if a child is involved in one of the kinds of drug- or weapon-related incidents described above, school officials may, acting by themselves and over parental objection, temporarily place the child in an appropriate "interim alternative educational setting," notwithstanding that the behavior is a manifestation of the child's disability. However, school officials may do so only if (1) keeping the child in his current placement is substantially likely to result in injury to the child or to others, and (2) this substantial likelihood remains even after the school system has made reasonable efforts, including the use of supplementary aids and services, to minimize the risk of harm in that placement.

The placement in an interim alternative educational setting may last up to 45 calendar days, or for the same period that a child without disabilities would be subject to discipline, whichever is shorter. The child must be returned to the child's prior placement at the end of this period or to another placement to which the child's parents agree. If the school system wishes to place the child in another placement not acceptable to the parents, the parents may object, file a complaint, and request an administrative due process hearing under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, thereby triggering the child's right to return to and remain in the prior placement until the dispute is resolved. Should the school system believe that returning the child to that placement would be dangerous, it may request an expedited due process hearing and seek permission to keep the child in the interim alternative educational setting pending resolution of the dispute. This should rarely be necessary or appropriate, however, as the initial 45-day placement period is ample time for schools to collaborate with parents to develop long-term strategies for addressing the child's educational (including behavioral) needs, including any changes in the services the child receives.
Consistent with the duty to provide a free appropriate public education to all students, the interim alternative educational setting must provide a free appropriate public education, as defined by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and including meeting the quality requirements described in section VIII.A below regarding the content of education during periods of disciplinary exclusion.

**B. Under Section 504**

Students who have disabilities and are involved in weapons incidents are treated no differently under section 504 from students who have disabilities and are accused of other discipline infractions. However, students involved with illegal drugs or alcohol are treated differently. School officials may discipline a student with a disability for "the use or possession of illegal drugs or alcohol" to the same extent that a nondisabled student would be disciplined if he "currently is engaging in the illegal use of drugs or in the use of alcohol."  [47] Although such students ordinarily have a right to a hearing under other laws, they do not have a right to the kind of hearing ordinarily allowed students contesting a placement change under the section 504 regulations.  [48] However, provided that they are also "children with disabilities" within the meaning of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, they retain all of the Act's rights and protections described in this article.

**III. Students with Other Behavior That Schools Deem Dangerous**

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act permits a child whose behavior is a manifestation of disability to be placed in an appropriate "interim alternative educational setting" over parental objection for other, dangerous behavior under certain circumstances. This aspect of the law, however, does not allow school officials to take action on their own. Rather, they must request a due process hearing and seek an order from an Act's hearing officer placing the child in an interim alternative educational setting.  [49] The hearing officer may order placement in such a setting for no more than 45 calendar days.  [50]

The Act requires that the hearing officer, before ordering a child placed in an interim alternative educational setting,

- determine that the school system has proven by more than a preponderance of the evidence that keeping the child in the child's current placement is substantially likely to result in injury to the child or others;
• consider the appropriateness of the child's placement;
• consider whether the school system has made reasonable efforts, including through the use of supplementary aids and services, to minimize the risk of harm in the current placement; and
• determine that the interim alternative educational setting meets the Act's requirements. /51/

Where parents and school system disagree as to the child's placement at the end of the interim alternative placement of 45 or fewer days, the same Act rules, options, and procedures discussed in section III above in connection with weapon and drug incidents apply. /52/

Students with disabilities whose behavior schools deem dangerous are treated no differently under section 504 from students with disabilities who are accused of other discipline infractions.

IV. Manifestation Determinations

A manifestation review must be conducted and a manifestation determination made before a child with a disability may be excluded from the child's current educational placement for more than ten days. This requirement also applies where a shorter suspension is part of a pattern of exclusions that together exceed ten days in a school year. The review explores the relationship between the behavior at issue and the child's disability and educational program and services. The individualized education program team (which by definition includes the child's parents) and other "qualified personnel" conduct the review and make the manifestation determination. /53/

A. Under the Act

In performing its task, the group must consider all relevant information, including evaluation and diagnostic results (whether obtained by the school system or the parent), observations of the child, and the content, characteristics, and implementation of the child's individualized education program and placement. /54/ The group may determine that the behavior was not a manifestation of disability only if

• in relationship to the behavior at issue the child's individualized education program and placement were appropriate, and all services were implemented consistent with the individualized education program; and
• the child's disability did not impair the child's ability to understand the impact and consequences of the behavior at issue; and
• the disability did not impair the child's ability to control the behavior. /55/

If the group finds that any of these criteria has not been met, it must find that the behavior was a manifestation of disability. /56/ If the group discovers any deficiency in the child's individualized education program or placement, or in their implementation, it must take immediate steps to remedy the situation. /57/

Although the individualized education program team and "other qualified personnel" carry out the manifestation review and determination, neither the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act nor its regulations specify who these qualified professionals must be. /58/ However, the inclusion of this provision in the law shows that Congress recognized that individualized education program teams alone did not have the expertise to determine the relationship between disability and behavior. The "qualified personnel" who supplement the individualized education program team must bring this expertise to the group and enable it to evaluate the factors listed above in regard to a particular child. At a minimum these qualified personnel, in order to do so, seemingly must include individuals with expertise in the child's disability or disabilities, including the potential developmental, cognitive, educational, and behavioral consequences; in interpreting and understanding the limits of existing evaluation data and other information about the child; in identifying and understanding what triggered the behavior, including expertise in functional behavior analysis; in appropriate behavioral supports and strategies for children with the child's particular disability, strengths, and needs; in assessing the appropriateness of the services being provided to the child, any issues regarding their implementation, and the impact on the child and the child's behavior; in any cultural or related issues or concerns; and, where the child has limited English proficiency, in any language issues that may be relevant to the behavior or incident at issue.

**B. Under Section 504**

The Office for Civil Rights required manifestation determinations as a section 504 matter long before they became a part of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. In order to comply with section 504, a group of people knowledgeable about the student, the meaning of the evaluation data, and the placement options must determine whether the behavior in question is related to the student's disability and whether the student was appropriately placed and
served at the time of the incident. These professionals must base their determination upon the kind of current information-including psychological evaluation data related to behavior-that competent professionals would require.

The Act's provisions concerning the factors to be considered in making manifestation determinations, while relevant, do not limit the inquiry under section 504, and parents and advocates should remain aware of the many ways in which disability and behavior may be related.

V. Content of Education During Disciplinary Exclusion

Schools often provide woefully inadequate education, if any, during periods of disciplinary exclusion. Advocates familiar with the substantive and procedural aspects of a free appropriate public education can protect clients from such deprivation.

**A. Meaning and Content of a Free Appropriate Public Education**

All children who have disabilities-including those who have disabilities and have been suspended or expelled from school-are entitled to a free appropriate public education. The term "free appropriate public education" has a technical legal meaning. As defined in the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, it means special education and related services that are provided at public expense, under public supervision, at no charge; meet the standards of the state educational agency; include an appropriate preschool, elementary, or secondary education in the state involved; and are provided in accordance with an individualized education program that meets the Act's requirements. It also includes meaningful opportunities to learn in the general curriculum, that is, the curriculum adopted for all students. Furthermore, as the Supreme Court held in Board of Education of the Hendrick Hudson Central School District v. Rowley, a free appropriate public education requires that the individualized education program be developed in accordance with the procedures-including those governing educational decision making and the resolution of disputes between parents and school systems-set forth in the Act.

The education provided to children excluded from their usual educational placement for discipline reasons must meet all of these criteria. Compliance with these criteria should ensure that these children receive a full, high-quality education, with qualified instructors, in a school setting. For example, the mandate that a free appropriate public education include an appropriate
elementary or secondary education in the state involved—with meaningful opportunities to learn in the general curriculum—means that children must be offered the entire curriculum, not simply the isolated "special education" services listed in their individualized education programs, such as speech and language therapy or reading skills assistance. This is virtually impossible to accomplish through home tutoring or limited numbers of weekly hours of instruction.

In addition to these general rules regarding the content of a free appropriate public education, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act speaks in detail to the situation of children excluded from their usual placements and placed in an "interim alternative educational setting"—because of either involvement in certain kinds of incidents involving weapons or illegal drugs or because a hearing officer has so ordered after finding that keeping the child in the child's current placement would be dangerous. The selected interim alternative educational setting must enable the child to continue to participate in the general curriculum and to receive the services and modifications, including those described in the individualized education program, to meet individualized education program goals; and it must include services and modifications designed to address the behavior that prompted placement in the interim alternative educational setting so that it does not recur. These details elucidate, but are not a substitute for, some of the general statutory rules regarding a free appropriate public education. We must keep in mind that these requirements would be components of a free appropriate public education even if they were not expressly listed in connection with interim alternative educational settings. Therefore, they are required for all children excluded from their usual educational placement for discipline reasons—even if the children are not placed in an interim alternative educational setting and even if the behavior for which they are being suspended, expelled, or otherwise excluded is not a manifestation of disability. On a related note, the regulations of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act further clarify that the education provided to a child during short-term suspensions, or to a child who is permissibly suspended or expelled for longer periods because the child's behavior is not related to disability, must enable the child to progress appropriately in the general curriculum and advance toward achievement of individualized education program goals. 

**B. Educational Decision Makers Under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act**

When a child is to be placed in an interim alternative educational setting due to an incident involving weapons or illegal drugs, the individualized education
program team, which includes the parent, chooses the setting. Similarly, and consistent with the general requirements of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act regarding the development and revision of the individualized education program, the individualized education program team is responsible for planning services for children subjected to long-term suspension or expulsion because their behavior has been found to be unrelated to disability. The individualized education program team also plans services for a child subjected to a series of short-term suspensions of ten or fewer days that, because they exceed ten days in total and create a pattern of exclusion, are to be treated as a long-term suspension.

In cases where, to address dangerous behavior, a child is to be placed in an interim alternative educational setting by order of a hearing officer, the hearing officer must approve the setting after determining that it meets the statutory requirements of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. Ordinarily schools seeking such an order propose a particular placement as the interim alternative educational setting. As the Act mandates that parents be "members of any group that makes decisions on the educational placement of their child," provisions must be made to include parents when schools develop these proposals. The Act's regulations confuse the issue, however, by including language that refers to hearing officers determining whether "the interim alternative educational setting that is proposed by school personnel who have consulted with the child's special education teacher" meets legal requirements. The regulations thus erroneously imply that the usual process under the Act for developing placement proposals does not apply in this situation. The regulations also state that "school personnel, in consultation with the child's special education teacher," determine services to be received during short-term suspension periods that are not part of a pattern of exclusion. Thus the regulations appear to attempt to excuse schools from following usual procedures under the Act in regard to these two groups of children, notwithstanding the Supreme Court's ruling in Rowley that compliance with the Act's procedures is a critical aspect of a free appropriate public education.

C. Exclusion Under Section 504

As explained in sections II and IV above, section 504 permits suspension and expulsion without services for behavior unrelated to disability, and for certain behavior involving illegal drugs or alcohol (except in those states where judicial decisions have held otherwise), provided that students without disabilities are excluded without services for comparable behavior.
VI. Challenging Discipline Decisions

When parents wish to challenge a discipline decision, they face a possibly daunting process. In order to assist these parents, advocates need to understand parents' hearing rights and children's right to "stay put" during such disputes.

Parents who disagree with discipline decisions have the right to a due process hearing. A parent may request a hearing to challenge a manifestation determination, placement in an interim alternative educational setting by either school personnel or a hearing officer, any other placement decision, the nature or quality of education and services a child receives during periods of exclusion, or any other matter concerning the provision of a free appropriate public education. If the parent's complaint concerns the manifestation determination or placement, an expedited hearing must be held. While the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act clearly entitles parents to an "expedited" hearing—albeit without specifying a time frame—the regulations eviscerate this right in stating that an "expedited" hearing must result in a written decision being mailed within 45 days of receipt of the hearing request. This is the same time frame that applies to routine hearings.

Parents who do not prevail in the hearing may appeal to the state educational agency if they live in a state with a two-tiered administrative due process hearing system, or they may file a lawsuit in state or federal district court. An appeal or civil action may continue to be appropriate even after the interim alternative placement or other disciplinary period ends. For example, a child might have claims for compensatory education or damages arising from a school's failure to provide appropriate-or any-services during the disciplinary removal.

Ordinarily, when a parent files a complaint and requests a due process hearing, the child has the right to "stay put" or remain in the current educational placement until the dispute is resolved, unless the state or local educational agency and the parents agree otherwise. The same is true when a parent requests a hearing to challenge a change in placement proposed or made for discipline reasons.

The 1997 amendments to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, however, created a limited exception to this rule. When the hearing request challenges the manifestation determination or the interim alternative educational setting (whether that placement was made by school officials following an incident involving weapons or drugs, or ordered by another hearing officer to address dangerous behavior), the child remains in the interim
alternative educational setting until the decision is issued or until the interim
alternative placement expires, whichever comes first, unless the parent and the
state or the local educational agency agree otherwise. /83/

The section 504 regulations entitle a student to an impartial hearing with
opportunity for participation by the student's parents and representation by
counsel on any discipline matters implicating identification as an individual
with a disability, evaluation, or placement. /84/ The scope of this right includes
challenges to the evaluation results, the manifestation determination, any
resulting placement decision, or any other actions regarding the identification,
evaluation, or educational placement of the student. As noted in section IV
above, certain students involved in the possession or use of illegal drugs or
alcohol may lose this hearing right. /85/

The section 504 regulations have no "stay put" provision. However, obtaining a
temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction or both requiring a child's
reinstatement in school should be possible by filing an action in court and
meeting the usual criteria for preliminary relief.

**VII. Students Not Previously Identified as Having a Disability**

Students' rights to be protected against inappropriate discipline do not
necessarily hinge on whether their school systems have defined them as
children with disabilities. In order optimally to help students who have not yet
been identified as such, advocates should become familiar with the various
provisions regarding these students' rights in the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act, its regulations, and section 504.

Students who are or may be "children with disabilities" within the meaning of
the Act may be fully protected against suspension and expulsion even if the
school system has not yet identified them as such. A student may assert the
protections under the Act if the school system "had knowledge" that the student
was a child with a disability before the behavior in question
occurred. /86/ Under the statute itself the school system is deemed to have had
such knowledge if :
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- the parent expressed concern in writing (or orally if the parent does not
  know how to write or has a disability that prevents a written statement)
to school system personnel that the child needs special education and
related services; or
the child's behavior or performance demonstrates the need for such services; or
the parent has requested an evaluation; or
the child's teacher or other school system personnel has expressed concern about the child's behavior or performance "to the director of special education . . . or to other personnel of the agency." /87/

The regulations on this topic curtail these students' statutory rights; they impose additional restrictions on the circumstances under which a school system can be deemed to have had knowledge that a student has a disability. First, if the basis of holding the school system responsible is that the child's teacher or other staff expressed concern about the child's behavior or performance, the concern, if not expressed to the director of special education, must have been raised in accordance with the "child find" or special education referral systems. /88/ Second, the regulations create two exceptions to the rule that schools are considered to have had knowledge that a child has a disability under any of the circumstances listed in the statute. Under the regulations the school system is not considered to have had knowledge that the child is a child with a disability if, after receiving any of the pieces of information in the above bulleted list, the system either conducted an evaluation meeting all requirements of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and found that the child was not eligible for services or determined that an evaluation was not necessary and, in either case, gave the parents written notice of its decision that met all notice requirements of the Act. /89/

If the school district did not "have knowledge," the child may be subjected to the same disciplinary measures to which nondisabled children are subjected. /90/ However, if the parent or anyone else requests an evaluation, it must be expedited and a free appropriate public education—including all discipline protections—must be provided if the child is found to be a child with a disability under the Act. /91/ Pending the results of the evaluation, the child remains in the "educational placement determined by school authorities." /92/ The statute's use of the phrase "educational placement" should mean that educational services must be provided during this period even if the child has been suspended or expelled from school. In contrast, the regulations state that the "educational placement" determined by school authorities may include no education whatsoever, that is, suspension or expulsion without educational services. /93/

Any student who is or may be an "individual with a disability" within the meaning of section 504 is fully protected against improper suspension and expulsion regardless of whether the school *p65* district has yet identified the
student as such. Generally, before a school may be found to have violated a student's rights under section 504, the school must be found to have had some reason to believe that the child may have a disability. However, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act's limits on the circumstances under which schools are deemed to have knowledge of a child's disability do not apply.

VIII. School-Filed Crime Reports and Delinquency Petitions

Faced with limits on their ability to exclude students directly, many schools turn to the juvenile courts or the police; the schools file delinquency petitions or crime reports based upon in-school behavior. Often this behavior is related to disability or to the consequences of the school system's past or present failure to provide appropriate education and related services or both. Two recent legal developments are particularly relevant to this issue. The first is a favorable 1997 decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit in Morgan v. Chris L. The second is a new provision added to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act later in 1997; the provision addresses school reporting of "crimes" committed by students with disabilities.

A. Morgan v. Chris L.

Morgan v. Chris L. dealt with a school-filed delinquency petition against Chris L., a student who had attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder and was accused of kicking a lavatory water pipe. Chris L. had a long history of academic and behavioral difficulties. Even after school staff recommended private counseling and private evaluation for possible attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, school personnel, rather than providing appropriate special education and related services, continued to treat Chris L.'s difficulties as a discipline problem. A special education evaluation requested by his parents was pending at the time of the alleged incident.

Following an administrative due process hearing under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, the hearing officer ruled that the school system violated the Act by failing to evaluate Chris L. timely and by attempting to use the juvenile court process to change his educational placement without following the Act's procedural safeguards. The hearing officer ordered the school system to seek dismissal of its juvenile petition. The school system appealed to federal district court, which upheld the hearing officer's decision and order.
The school system then appealed to the Sixth Circuit, which upheld the hearing officer and district court decisions. The Sixth Circuit found that the school system breached its duty under the Act to identify, evaluate, and provide Chris L. with a free appropriate public education; unlawfully attempted to secure a program for Chris L. from the juvenile court instead of providing services itself; and, by filing the petition, improperly sought to change Chris L.'s educational placement without following the Act's change-in-placement procedures. The Sixth Circuit, like the district court and hearing officer, expressly held that the filing of the delinquency petition constituted a change in educational placement and entitled Chris L. to the Act's procedural protections, including the convening of an individualized education program team meeting before such a proposed placement change. /99/

B. 1997 Amendments

The 1997 amendments to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act added to the statute for the first time language addressing the reporting of "crimes" allegedly committed by students with disabilities. This provision, entitled "Referral to and Action by Law Enforcement and Judicial Authorities," states, "Nothing in this part shall be construed to prohibit an agency from reporting a crime committed by a child with a disability to appropriate authorities." /100/ The legislative history explains that schools may not report crimes to even "appropriate authorities" where doing so would circumvent the school's obligations to the child under the Act. /101/

The terms "reporting" and "appropriate authorities" are not defined in the statute and therefore must be given their ordinary meaning. Properly interpreted, the new language limits schools to notifying law enforcement agencies (e.g., police) of crimes and does not authorize notifying the judicial branch through the filing of delinquency petitions or other means. /102/

Because juvenile courts are not "appropriate authorities" to whom crimes may be reported, this provision of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act has no bearing on the rulings and decisions in Morgan v. Chris L. This would be the case even if "appropriate authorities" might be construed to include juvenile courts. The statute states simply that "[n]othing in this part shall be construed to prohibit an agency from" doing certain things." /103/ It says nothing about whether the Act may be construed to require schools to take certain steps, or abide by certain procedures, before doing so. Morgan v. Chris L. does not prohibit schools from ever filing petitions; it merely requires that change-in-placement procedures be followed first. /104/ The legislative history of the 1997 amendments to the Act clarifies that reporting "crimes" to even
"appropriate" authorities is impossible where doing so would circumvent the school's obligation to the student under the Act. This is consistent with Morgan v. Chris L.'s further ruling that the delinquency petition in that case was improper in light of the school system's violations of the student's substantive rights under the Act to be evaluated and to receive a free appropriate public education. /105/

As amended in 1997, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act provides that when a school reports a crime alleged to have been committed by a child with a disability the school must send copies of the child's special education and disciplinary records to the "appropriate authorities" to whom it reports the alleged crime. /106/ However, /p67/ schools may transmit these records only to the extent permitted by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. /107/ That Act ordinarily prohibits disclosure of education records without the prior written consent of the parent or of a student 18 years of age or older. /108/ The exceptional circumstances under which the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act allows protected education records to be disclosed without prior written consent are very narrow. They include disclosure to comply with a court order or lawfully issued subpoena; provided that parents and students are notified in advance; and disclosure "to appropriate parties" in connection with a health or safety emergency "if knowledge of the information is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other individuals." /109/ The latter exception is to be strictly construed. /110/ No broad exception for crime reports exists. /111/

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act was amended in 1994 to address the limited circumstances under which school systems may disclose information from education records to juvenile authorities. Education records or the personally identifiable information they contain may be released to state and local officials or authorities to whom such information is specifically allowed to be reported or disclosed pursuant to a state statute adopted before November 19, 1974, if the allowed reporting or disclosure concerns the juvenile justice system and its ability effectively to serve the student in question. If the relevant state statute was adopted after November 19, 1974, then reporting or disclosure is permissible only if it concerns the juvenile justice system's ability effectively to serve the student prior to adjudication and if the officials or authorities to whom the information is released certify in writing to the school system that the information will not be disclosed to any other party without the prior written consent of the student's parent, except as provided under state law. /112/

**XII. Conclusion**
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, its regulations, and section 504 provide children with disabilities with protections against inappropriate school discipline, including disciplinary exclusion from education. In representing students with disabilities who are subject to inappropriate school discipline, advocates should recognize that, under these laws, schools are obligated to treat behavioral manifestations as education issues by responding to them with appropriate services and supports and that children who have disabilities and are suspended or expelled from school must be provided with a free appropriate public education. Although suspension and expulsion of these students will undoubtedly continue, advocates can use these laws to protect the educational rights of children with disabilities.
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